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Upright Vacuum - Two Motors - 15 " (38,1
cm) Cleaning Path - Perfect DM101 

  

Description :  

Upright Vacuum - Two Motors - 15 " (38,1
cm) Cleaning Path - Perfect DM101  
  

Codes :  

Reference: PEDM101
EAN13: DM101
UPC: 628383532125  
      

  

Description détaillée :  

The Perfect PEDM101 dual motor upright vacuum is a heavy-duty cleaner designed
for all commercial settings. This machine utilizes a high-efficiency suction motor and
a powerful brush roll motor to deep clean all carpets, rugs, floors and Furniture. This
cleaner can also be used quietly during the day and at night because of its hi-tech
fire-retardant sound-deadening gel. This unit is also extremely convenient due to a
15-inch cleaning path that cleans more area in less time than the leading
competitor's commercial upright. The Perfect PEDM101 Dual Motor Upright includes a
stretchable attachment hose in extending your reach. Add the plastic wand to the
end, and you'll be able to clean all the way up to the ceiling! The crevice tool is
perfect for those hard-to-reach areas and getting between those seat cushions. The
dust and Furniture brush clean any surface the power head can't reach. From
windowsills to furniture, this tool can conquer any dust in sight just like no one else
commercial vacuum cleaners. The PEDM101 by Perfect also uses HEPA filtration to
get rid of harmful particles in the air as small as 0.3 microns.

Features

Two motor vacuum - Commercial heavy-duty high-efficiency suction motor
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with powerful brush roll motor
Hi-tech fire-retardant sound-deadening gel for quiet use during the day or
night
2-way switch turns on both motors or suction motor only
15" Cleaning Path 2-way switch turns on both motors or suction motor only
Built-in circuit breaker for automatic brush roll shut off
L-shaped base with self-adjusting head
HEPA filtration

Includes

Furniture and dust brushes
Wand Hose – Flexible stretch wand hose for detail cleaning
Crevice tool
1-Year Warranty

Its Use

Hotel
Hospital
Office and any commercial building
Carpets and hard floors

Associated Document

User Guide

Technical features TitleDescription Power 1320 Watt Dual Motor CFM 96 Water Lift
84" Noise Level 70 dB Amperage 11 A Filter HEPA Dry YES Wet No  
  

Galerie de Photos :  
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